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Abstract. The digitalization of the economy and technological innovations are pushing central banks to investigate new forms of digital money. The concept and design of digital currencies have been investigated by central banks for some time. Although much progress has been made towards a convergence on definitions, the term Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC) is still used to refer to a number of concepts. In this paper we address this issue by extending and refining our previous work, the Reference Ontology of Money and Virtual Currencies, to provide a semantic foundation for the concept of CBDC.
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1 Introduction

Digitalization is reshaping the economy and changing the way people pay. Even before COVID-19, which caused a shift in payment habits towards contactless payments and e-commerce, cash payments have been declining in some advanced economies, leading central banks around the world to investigate new forms of digital money.

The idea of a Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC) is not new [28, p. 12]. The concept and design of digital currencies have been investigated by Central Banks for some years now [4]. A recent survey [6] shows that around 80\% of central banks are engaged in some work on CBDCs. Although much progress has been made towards a gradual convergence on definitions, the term CBDC is still used to refer to a number of concepts. Another important aspect concerns interoperability (the semantic level included) among CBDCs, which plays a key role in improving cross-border and cross-currency payments [5].

In the light of the above, we advocate for the need of a reference conceptual model that provides an ontological account to the concept of CBDC, to serve as a basis for communication, consensus and alignment among different approaches and perspectives, as well as to foster interoperability across different applications in the financial industry.

In a previous effort we proposed the Reference Ontology of Money and Virtual Currencies, an ontologically well-grounded reference model that formally characterizes the concepts of money, currencies and virtual currencies [3]. In this paper we extend our previous work to provide an ontological account of Central Bank Digital Currencies and represent its embedded concepts and relations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 2, we discuss the ontological nature of CBDC as described in the literature. In Section 3, we introduce the reader to the Reference Ontology of Money and Virtual Currencies. Then, in Section 4, we present our proposal for extending this ontology to represent the concept of CBDC. We conclude the paper in Section 5 with some final considerations.

2 On the notion of Central Bank Digital Currency

Central banks issue money as physical cash and electronic central bank deposits (aka reserves or settlement balances) and provide infrastructure to support a third type, namely commercial bank deposits [5]. While cash and reserves are a liability of the central bank (in the sense that they represent a claim on the central bank), commercial bank deposits are a liability of the bank that issues them. Central Bank Digital Currency stands for a new type of money issued by central banks, which is different from cash and reserves or settlement balances.

Central banks have been actively researching the pros and cons of offering a digital currency to the public [5] and a number of definitions for this term have been proposed in the literature. Kochergina and Yangirovab [19] define CBDC as “an electronic obligation of the central bank expressed in a national monetary unit and acting as a means of exchange and store of value”. In [7] CBDC is defined as “a central bank liability, denominated in an existing unit of account, which serves both as a medium of exchange and a store of value”. According to Mancini-Griffoli et al. [21] “CBDC is a new form of money, issued digitally by the central bank and intended to serve as legal tender”. In the context of the European Union, CBDC is referred in the European Central Bank (ECB) publications by the term digital euro. According to the ECB [11] “the term digital euro denotes a liability of the Eurosystem recorded in digital form as a complement to cash and central bank deposits”. They also state that “a digital euro would be just another way to supply euro, not a parallel currency” and “it should be convertible at par with other forms of the euro, such as banknotes, central bank reserves and commercial bank deposits”.

Recently, aiming at coordinating and consolidating the investigation on CBDCs, the central banks of Canada, Japan, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the United States have come together, along with the European Central Bank and the Bank for International Settlements to produce a report [5] that summarises where they collectively stand. In this work, CBDC is defined as “a digital form of central bank money that is different from balances in traditional reserve or settlement accounts. A CBDC is a digital payment instrument, denominated in the national unit of account, that is a direct liability of the central bank” [5].

In general, in the literature, the concept of CBDC has been characterized based on several properties and design choices, explained as follows.

Liability. Currently money can represent a liability of the central bank (cash, reserves and settlement balances) or a liability of the bank that has issued it (commercial bank deposits). While in the former the end user holds a claim on the central bank, in the latter she holds a claim on the issuing entity. CBDC is a liability of the central bank [5].
Form. While cash (such as coins and banknotes) is physical, central bank deposits, commercial bank deposits and CBDCs are digital.

Denomination in official currency. CBDC is another way to supply official money. It is denominated in the official currency and must be convertible at par to official currency, in the same way as cash, central bank deposits and commercial bank deposits [11].

Functions of Money. CBDC is just a different manifestation of the same unit of account, store of value and medium of exchange already offered by central banks [5].

Scope. Payments are generally distinguished into retail and wholesale. While the former refers to relatively low-value transactions (in the form of, for example, credit transfers and direct debits), the latter corresponds to large-value and high-priority transactions, such as interbank transfers [7]. Wholesale CBDCs limit access to a predefined group of users (such as financial institutions), while the general purpose ones (aka retail CBDCs) are widely accessible to the general public.

Technology. CBDCs can be issued either in the form digital tokens or in the form of electronic accounts. A key distinction between them is the form of verification needed when it is exchanged. Token-based CBDC relies on the ability of the payee to verify the validity of the payment object. While with physical money (cash) there is a concern about counterfeiting, with digital money the worry is both whether the token is genuine and whether it has already been spent [7]. Conversely, account-based CBDCs depend on the ability to verify the account holder’s identity. A key concern here is identity theft, which allows transfers or withdraws from accounts without permission. [7]. CBDC can be designed either as token-based or as account-based.

Transfer mechanism. The transfer of cash is conducted on a peer-to-peer basis (decentralized), while deposits are transferred through an intermediary (centralized) [7]. CBDC may be transferred either on a peer-to-peer basis or through an intermediary, which could be the central bank, a commercial bank or a third-party agent [7].

Anonymity Users’ privacy can be protected to various degrees, depending on the preferred balance between individual rights and public interest. Although cash transactions are anonymous, regulations (mainly related to money laundering and terrorist financing) do not allow anonymity in electronic transactions and thus CBDCs must in principle comply with such regulations [11].

Availability. Currently, access to reserves and settlement balances is limited to central bank operating hours. CBDCs could be available 24/7 or only during certain specified times. So far there is considerable agreement amongst the central banks in the sense that CBDCs should be available available 24/7 [11].

The prevalence of one or other property or design choice to characterize the concept of CBDC is driven by the particularities and circumstances of each country or area. Although so far there is no “one size fits all” conceptualization of CBDC, we argue that it is possible to deduce a consensus in the literature on a core set of essential properties that define what a CBDC is. In summary, what can be extracted from these different definitions is that a CBDC necessarily: (i) is a digital form of money; (ii) is a liability of the central bank; (iii) is denominated in the official currency; (iv) is convertible at par with other forms of official money, such as banknotes, central bank reserves and commercial bank deposits; (v) serves as a medium of exchange, an unit of account and
a store of value; and (iv) is subjected to legal and regulatory frameworks that specify and regulate it.

An important aspect is that the different types of official money (cash, central bank deposits and commercial bank deposits) also have the same above-mentioned essential properties, except for cash w.r.t. form (as it is physical) and commercial bank deposits w.r.t. liability (as they are a liability of the issuing bank). CBDCs can be further distinguished into different subcategories (such as retail token-based, retail account-based, wholesale token-based and wholesale account-based) according to different design choices. Table 1 provides a comparison of some design choices across existing (cash, central bank deposits and commercial bank deposits) [15] and potential (CBDC) [5] types of money.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Transfer Mechanism</th>
<th>Anonymity</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cash</td>
<td>General purpose</td>
<td>Token-based</td>
<td>Decentralized</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>24/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central bank deposit</td>
<td>Restricted</td>
<td>Account-based</td>
<td>Centralized</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Restricted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial bank deposit</td>
<td>General purpose</td>
<td>Account-based</td>
<td>Centralized</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Restricted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBDC Retail Token-based</td>
<td>General purpose</td>
<td>Token-based</td>
<td>Decentralized</td>
<td>Possible¹</td>
<td>24/7 (possible)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBDC Retail Account-based</td>
<td>General purpose</td>
<td>Account-based</td>
<td>Centralized</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>24/7 (possible)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBDC Wholesale Token-based</td>
<td>Restricted</td>
<td>Token-based</td>
<td>Decentralized</td>
<td>Possible¹</td>
<td>24/7 (possible)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBDC Wholesale Account-based</td>
<td>Restricted</td>
<td>Account-based</td>
<td>Centralized</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>24/7 (possible)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 ROME: Reference Ontology of Money and Virtual CurrEncies

The Reference Ontology of Money and Virtual CurrEncies² (ROME)² is a reference model, grounded on the Unified Foundational Ontology (UFO) [12, 13], that formalizes the characterization of money, currency and virtual currencies, as well as its embedded concepts and relations. Some of ROME main ontological commitments on the nature of money are listed below:

– **Money depends on the collective acceptance or recognition of its status as money** [25, 24, 8, 14, 17, 18, 22]. In contemporary society the status function of money is supported by law, which specifies both the currency and the objects that

¹ Although token-based CBDC supports anonymity, it must take into consideration anti-money laundering and counter terrorist financing regulations, as well as security policies.
² The complete version of ROME in OntoUML and its implementation in OWL are available at http://purl.org/krdb-core/money-ontology.
are considered money in a particular country or region. It also defines a structure for the currency value domain. Examples of structures are: one-dimensional structure of numbers with two decimal places defined for euros, and one-dimensional structure of integers defined for Paraguay’s Guarani [16].

- **Monetary objects have a nominal value.** This value is denominated in the currency defined in the law that describes its status function.

- **Physical monetary objects can be considered either valid or not valid.** For example, damaged banknotes fulfilling certain criteria defined in law are not considered valid (e.g., an euro banknote is not considered valid if 50% or less of the banknote is presented and there are no proofs that the missing parts have been destroyed [9]). Obviously, only valid monetary objects can be exchanged for goods and services in the economy.

- **Money presupposes the existence of a credit/debt relation [14, 20].** Monetary objects establish this relation between the agent holding control of them and the central bank. As for central bank deposits and commercial bank deposits, they correspond to an electronic monetary credit denominated in a certain currency and represent a claim on the central bank or the issuing bank, respectively.

- **Monetary objects and electronic monetary credits have an associated exchange value.** Agents holding control of monetary objects or owing electronic monetary credits are endowed with the capacity of making economic transactions in the amount corresponding to their exchange value. The exchange power resulting from the total of electronic monetary credits and monetary objects controlled by an agent stands for an aggregated exchange power that corresponds to the total value in economic transactions the agent is capable to carry out.

- **The aggregated exchange power of an agent has a correspondent purchasing power.** Simply put, the purchasing power describes the quantity of goods an amount of money can buy. As the price of goods and services can change, the purchasing power of an agent can vary, but its aggregated exchange power remains the same.

- **Money depends on trust.** A precondition for the functioning of any monetary system is trust that the monetary objects and credits will be generally accepted, as well as that both price and financial stability will be maintained.

Regarding virtual currencies, ROME assumes the following main ontological commitments:

- **Virtual currencies are neither money nor official currencies.** They are digital or physical representations of value, not issued by a central bank, credit institution or e-money institution, which in some circumstances can be used as an alternative to money [10]. From the point of view of central banks and regulatory authorities, as well as from a legal perspective, virtual currencies cannot be regarded as full forms of money at the moment.

- **Virtual currencies are similar to money within their user community.** Virtual currencies depend on a collective recognition of a certain status that makes them valuable. They necessarily have their own rules and processes enabling the transfer of value, as well as their payment systems.
Virtual Currencies depend on trust that they will be accepted. However, the absence of a specific institution protecting their value (such as a central bank or monetary authority) hinders their use as official money, since their volatility prevents their use as a store of value and unit of account and discourages their use as a medium of exchange.

Virtual currencies can be categorized into: (i) closed virtual currencies, which can only be exchanged by virtual goods and services offered within the virtual community; (ii) virtual currencies with unidirectional flows, in which “units can be purchased using real money at a specific exchange rate but cannot be exchanged back to the original currency” [10, p. 6]. Examples are loyalty programmes like airlines’ points programmes and the Pokemon Go’s PokeCoins [26]; and (iii) virtual currencies with bi-directional flows, in which units can be exchanged to official currencies, according to (floating) exchange rates. Examples include private cryptocurrencies [23], such as Bitcoin and Ethereum.

In the next section we present the diagrams that capture the aforementioned ontological commitments on the nature of money and revisit them to represent the concept of CBDC and its relations. The diagrams on virtual currencies are not presented here as they fall outside the scope of this paper. The reader interested in an in-depth description of the complete version of ROME is referred to [2].

4 Extending ROME to represent CBDC

In this section we provide an ontological account of CBDC by building upon ROME [2], refining and extending it when necessary.

Figure 13 depicts the concept of Money Status Function Description as a type of Normative Description4 (concept from UFO-C). The Money Status Function Description defines a Currency and the Monetary Object Types that have the status of money. For example, the “Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union” [27] is an example of Money Status Function Description, which gives to euro banknotes and coins the status of money in the countries of the euro area. In this case, “euro” is the Currency, while “euro banknote” and “euro coin” are Monetary Object Types. The Money Status Function Description also defines a Currency Quality Space Structure for the Currency Quality Space. The former corresponds to a Social Object that prescribes a structure for the domain of values (e.g. number with two decimal places), while the latter corresponds to the value domain itself (see [12] for quality spaces).

In ROME, Monetary Objects represent instances of Monetary Object Types. For example, a “twenty-euros banknote” is a Monetary Object and corresponds to an instance of the “euro banknote” Monetary Object Type, defined in the “Treaty on the
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Functioning of the European Union” [27]. The original version of ROME does not provide conceptual primitives to distinguish between physical and digital monetary objects (which is the case of token-based CBDCs). To address this, we classify Monetary Objects in Physical Monetary Objects (e.g. banknotes and coins) and Digital Monetary Objects (e.g. token-based CBDC). As in the original version, Physical Monetary Objects are distinguished into Valid Monetary Object and Not Valid Monetary Object, which represent two different phases of the Physical Monetary Object’s life cycle.

The nominal_value property corresponds to the Monetary Object’s nominal value, defined by the issuing authority. The property exchange_value is specific to Valid Monetary Objects and Digital Monetary Objects as only they can be exchanged for goods and services in the economy. Their exchange value is equal to their nominal value. In UFO, properties can be directly evaluated (projected) into certain value spaces [12]. Both the exchange value and the nominal value of a Monetary Object are modeled as properties that have a value in a Currency Quality Space, which is structured according to a particular Currency Quality Space Structure. For example, euro has a measurable value in one-dimensional structure of numbers with two decimal places [16].

Another clarification we need to make regards monetary credit/debt relations (Figure 2). Money represents a credit/debt relation between an Agent that holds control of a monetary object (cash or token-based CBDC) or has credit in an account (commercial bank deposit, central bank deposit or account-based CBDC), and either a Monetary Authority such as a central bank (in the case of cash, central bank deposits and CBDC) or a Financial Institution (in the case of commercial bank deposits). In other words, money represents a liability of either a Monetary Authority (for cash, central bank deposits and CBDC) or a Financial institution (for commercial bank deposits). We have extended ROME to distinguish between Financial Institution Credit/Debt Relation and Monetary Authority Credit/Debt Relation. The former refers to commercial bank deposits and represents a liability of a financial institution. It is composed of a monetary credit (FI Monetary Credit) and a monetary debt (FI Monetary Debt), which have their values projected in a particular Currency Quality Space, and inhere in the Agent (creditor) and
in the Financial Institution (debtor), respectively. The latter refers to cash, central bank deposits and CBDC, and represents a liability of a monetary authority such as a central bank. Similarly, it is composed of a Monetary Credit and a Monetary Debt, which have their values projected in a particular Currency Quality Space, and inhere in the Agent (creditor) and in the Monetary Authority (debtor), respectively.

The Monetary Authority Credit/Debt Relation is further specialized into Token-based Credit/Debt and Account-based Credit/Debt. The former represents the credit/debit relation that a Valid Monetary Object (e.g. banknotes and coins) or a Digital Monetary Object (e.g. token-based CBDC) establishes between the Agent that holds Control of it, and the Monetary Authority. As for the Account-based Credit/Debt relation, it represents central bank deposits and account-based CBDCs.

When an Agent plays the role of creditor in a Monetary Authority Credit/Debit Relation or in a Financial Institution Credit/Debit Relation, she is endowed with the power to make economic transactions in the amount corresponding to this credit (Figure 3). This power is termed here exchange power. The Exchange Power to carry out economic transactions inheres in the Agent and is grounded either on a Monetary Authority Credit/Debt Relation or in a Financial Institution Credit/Debit Relation, in which the Agent is the creditor. The Exchange Power’s property exchange_power_value assumes a value in a Currency Quality Space, which is equal to the value of the monetary credit. We model the exchange power resulting from the sum of monetary credits by means of the entity Aggregated Exchange Power, which is represented as a kind of capability inhering in the Agent. Finally, as in the original version of ROME, the Aggregated Exchange Power has an underlying Purchasing Power that corresponds to the quantity of goods and services the Agent manages to get with this Aggregated Exchange Power (Figure 3). As previously discussed, the Purchasing Power depends on the Price of goods and services. We model Price as a quality value that is “attached” to an Object, as a result of an assessment made by an Agent. The relationship Pricing represents this assessment.

As in the original version of ROME, the relation between money and trust is modeled based on the concepts and relations defined in the Reference Ontology of Trust (ROT) [1] (Figure 1). ROT formalizes the general concept of trust and describes the
notion of Institution-based Trust, which builds upon the existence of shared rules, regularities, conventional practices, etc. and is related to social systems [1], like the Monetary System. According to ROT, Institution-based Trust is a specialization of Trust in which the Trustee is a social system. In our ontology the entity Institution-Based Trust represents the Trust of the society (a social Agent) in the Monetary System.

5 Final Remarks

In this paper, we conducted an ontological analysis to investigate the nature of Central Bank Digital Currencies and formalized these concepts by extending our Reference Ontology of Money and Virtual Currencies [2]. We believe this work clarifies the notion of CBDC, which can serve as a basis for future business ontologies, meaning negotiation, the enactment of law and regulation and the definition of proper governance models. As future work, we plan to further validate our ontology and use it to support interoperability between payment systems.
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